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PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor PHP is a popular general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited to web development. Fast, flexible and pragmatic, PHP
powers everything from your blog to the most popular websites in the world. Download. Webserver directory index - Wikipedia If a server is configured to support
server-side scripting, the list will usually include entries allowing dynamic content to be used as the index page (e.g. index.php, index.shtml, index.jsp, default.asp)
even though it may be more appropriate to still specify the html output (index.html.php or index.html.aspx), as this should not be taken for. How to Redirect
index.html to index.php | CSS-Tricks i.e. index.php was made the default index (index.html was still needed for the calendar to function) I understand this is a
specific, and old, use case but perhaps this solution may be useful in other situations.

Removing index.php from URLs â€” ExpressionEngine 4.3.4 ... The index.php appears in your URLs because it is the file responsible for processing all requests to
the system. ... Create an .htaccess file ... just remove the slash preceding index.php in the RewriteRule line above, like so:. Manual:Parameters to index.php MediaWiki Translate this page; This page contains changes which are not marked for translation. curid The id of the wiki page; overrides the value of title. Some
actions (such as view and edit) also work on a particular revision of a page. Such a revision is identified by the two following parameters. Manual:index.php MediaWiki Index.php is the main access point for a MediaWiki site. The other main access point is api.php Manual:api.php which handles requests for the
MediaWiki API API:Main page . Actions taken [ edit ].

index.php - Revolvy When an HTTP client (generally a web browser) requests a URL that points to a directory structure instead of an actual web page within the
directory, the web server will generally serve a default page, which is often referred to as a main or "index" page. A common filename for such a page is index. What
is the purpose of index.php? - Quora by using index name for your main file in web development specially in php. is because c panel of the host service automatically
recognized index.php file by default. hope this answers the question. Facebook - Log In or Sign Up Create an account or log into Facebook. Connect with friends,
family and other people you know. Share photos and videos, send messages and get updates.
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